When the motion can be represented by a fixed range, the smallest polynomial for an unbiased estimate of the delay is of the zero order. Thus, from (31) and (32) we obtain
Note that increasing the polynomial order from zero to one does not effect the variance $0.
When the motion results in range rate (Doppler), the smallest polynomial allowing its estimate is of the first order. Thus, from (33) and (34) we obtain Both (35) and (36) are well-known results [6] . [ 4 ] , d o have a single parameter in their design equations that allows for a tradeoff between the mainlobe width and the ratio of mainlobe-to-peak-sidelobe. However, the latter have no control over the rate of decay of the sidelobes, the DolphChebyshev case having no decay, and the Kaiser-Bessel case a 6 dB/octave decay. It is obvious that in order to control both Manuscript received September 27, 1982; revised May 3, 1983 . The author is with the Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London, CT 06320.
IV. ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS
. the sidelobe decay and the mainlobe-to-peak-sidelobe ratio, a two-parameter family of weightings is necessary.
In the antenna field, a two-parameter family of distributions was proposed in 1956 for a linear aperture [5] and seems to have been overlooked by the signal processing community. In fact, this important family subsumes the I,-sinh window; indeed, this latter window, popularly known as Kaiser-Bessel, is originally due to Taylor [6] in 1953. Furthermore, a limiting operation [7] on the two-parameter family yields the ideal space factor of van der Maas [ 81 .
We show here that this two-parameter class has applications for array processing in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions, and that the ideal space factor, which requires generalized functions for its realization, is a limiting member of the class. The results in one dimension have immediate application to spectral analysis, since a Fourier, transform connects the window (amplitude pattern) with the weighting (aperture distribution).
UNIFIED FORM FOR RESPONSES O F ANTENNAS IN DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS
The far-field amplitude pattern of an antenna with an isotropic element factor is the Fourier transform of the aperture distribution [ where s = 0 and 1 correspond to the center and edge of the antenna, respectively, w is the aperture distribution, and Table I delineates the choices of parameters p and u. Here R is the radius of the antenna, h is the wavelength of a single-frequency plane wave arriving at (polar, azimuthal) angle (&, Oa), and 0,) is the look angle of the time-delay steered antenna. We shall refer to aperture distribution w as the weighting and the far-field amplitude pattern g as the window; these are weightings in space and windows in spatial wave number.
THE TWO-PARAMETER CLASS OF BESSEL WEIGHTINGS
The two-parameter weighting of interest is When p + v + 1 = -0.5, the window in (3) becomes m .
cos ( d n 2 -) ,
which is the ideal space factor for an antenna [ 81 -[ 10 ] , [ 12 J . It has equal sidelobes and a peak-to-sidelobe voltage ratio cosh ( B ) . A plot of the first null location ofg(u) versus B is given in Fig. 1 for general p and V ; it applies to any number of dimensions, when a is interpreted as p + v + 1. The corresponding peak sidelobe level is given in Fig. 2 . The fundamental trade-offs between peak sidelobe and first null location for various decay rates are depicted in Fig.  3 . The bottommost curve in Fig. 3 is the ideal space factor; no antenna can perform to the left of this curve. Whereas the singularities in 1 and 3 dimensions are conspicuous in Table 11 , namely 6 and 6' the function 1-3/2 is a generalized function that is singular at s = 1. Approximations to these generalized functions are developed in detail in [ 7 ] , The most familiar structure of an adaptive filter is the transversal one implemented as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. The filter weights are updated by the adaptive algorithm to minimize a determined performance function. Normally, the most used performance function is the mean square error (MSE).
Since Widrow and Hoff published the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm in 1960, research on adaptive digital filters has been of continuing interest to scientists and engineers. The LMS algorithm is an application of the steepest descent method, and the correction parameter p, which controls the adaptation of the filter weights, is a constant factor to be held very small in order to assure stability. Due to this condition the convergence speed of the LMS algorithm is slow.
Adaptive filters are used in situations where the statistics of the input signals are unknown or variable in time. In such a nonstationary environment, fast convergence properties are inevitably required. In some cases, the conventional LMS algorithm converges too slowly and is unable to follow fast changes in the input signal characteristics. Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University, 980 Sendai, Japan.
Next, Godard and Ahmed proposed different fast convergence algorithms obtained by orthogonalizing the input signal [4] , [ 5 ] . However, these algorithms require tedious matrix operation, and when the filter length is large, the computational requirement is enormous.
On the other hand, it was shown that computational saving may be obtained for large filter length implementing the LMS algorithm in the frequency domain, due to the efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm [ 61 - [9] .
In this paper, a new fast convergence algorithm for adaptive digital filters implemented in the frequency domain is proposed. The proposed algorithm shows the same convergence behavior as Godard's algorithm, but requires substantially fewer computations and may therefore be considered as a viable alternative for real-time processing.
FREQUENCY DOMAIN ADAPTIVE DIGITAL FILTERS

A . Filter Structure
The frequency domain adaptive digital filters are implemented as illustrated in Fig. 1 , by sectioning the input signal x, and the desired response d, to form N-point data blocks. If the input signals are wide-sense stationary over the observation time, then the frequency components become orthogonal and each of the N complex weights may be updated independently. Therefore, the frequency domain adaptive filters may be treated as composed of N single weight adaptive filters.
B. A Fast Convergence Algorithm
A fast convergence algorithm for frequency domain adaptive filters is proposed in this section. The weights update equation is as follows: A variable coefficient P k ( m ) controls the convergence rate and, because it was made dependent on the input signal, a fast convergence feature is expected.
* indicates complex conjugate. Equation (4) may be rewritten as
Substituting (1) and (2) 
